EZMAXPLANNER FOR MAXIMO
EZMaxPlanner from Interpro is a state-of-the-art
planning and scheduling solution for IBM Maximo.

The most
efficient
solution for
scheduling
and planning
work with
IBM Maximo
on desktop or
mobile.

EZMaxPlanner for IBM Maximo helps asset-intensive
organizations to plan and schedule work orders with ease
enabling their mobile workforce to be agile and efficient.
EZMaxPlanner delivers an intuitive user interface to easily
manage and allocate work to the right technician or work
group.
EZMaxPlanner allows organizations to easily:
• Take a step forward in improving planning, scheduling
and assignment processes without the constraints of
significant master data requirements
• Assign work orders using a simple ‘drag & drop’ function
• Batch assign jobs by selecting multiple work orders
• Move work orders to different days, times or available
resources or reassign to other resources, using a familiar
calendar view
• Add work logs using a conversational style view
• Quickly adapt to changes in the availability of resources
and easily reassign work to other
• Plan work events
• Adjust schedules in the field using the EZMaxPlanner
mobile app, and provide supervisors and team leads with
autonomy and flexibility to react to site and job conditions.

Implementing EZMaxPlanner
has been critical to the success
of our Mobility program and
provides a great starting point
from which we can grow and
evolve our capability (as users
of Maximo).
Renewable Energy Generator
Asia Pacific

EZMaxPlanner’s
intuitive user
interface makes it
easy to manage
and allocate
work to the right
technician in one
simple ‘drag & drop’
function.

INTERPRO
IMPLEMENTATION PARTNERS
Clarita Solutions who is a COSOL company, are implentation specialists and
Interpro partners for EZMaxPlanner and EZMaxMobile.
Clarita have implemented Interpro solutions into a range of asset-intensive
industries worldwide to deliver operational optimizations including:

OUR PARTNERS:
Clarita Solutions (a COSOL Company)
are Certified IBM Business Partners

Reducing scheduling time by 90%:
EZMaxPlanner was implemented across 26 sites and nine teams of a
renewable energy generator to standardize and optimize work order
management and work towards achieving their Asset Management
objectives. EZMaxPlanner reduced the task of assign work orders
from 10 clicks in IBM Maximo to just one drag & drop.

Enabling teams to be agile and adapt to changes:
A renewable energy company has enabled their supervisers and
team leads to be agile and autonomous. Using the EZMaxPlanner
App, they can quickly adjust schedules in the field to accommodate
changes in resource availability, weather or priorities.

Working in extreme conditions and offline with critical assets:
Operating in the Antarctic region, organizations use EZMaxMobile
at remote stations in sub-zero temperatures to complete asset
maintenance and ensure critical assets are safe and operational.

Ask about establishing an EZMaxPlanner Pilot Project in your organization or download our factsheet.

LEVERAGE OUR EXPERTISE

THE COSOL GROUP:

We are a global leader in digital transformation and data exploitation with more
than 20 years’ experience partnering with asset intensive organizations.

• COSOL North America

In 2020, we acquired a leading North American provider of managed services,
hosting and application support for asset intensive industries (formerly AddOns,
Inc). In 2021, Clarita Solutions joined COSOL, bringing asset management system
implementation expertise to the group. As certified IBM Gold Partners, Clarita are
our IBM Maximo implementation specialists.

• Clarita Solutions

Together as COSOL, we have the technical expertise, industry knowledge and
global experience to deliver best-of-breed solutions that drive quantifiable
business improvements for asset intensive organizations worldwide.

Connect with our team at MaximoWorld on
‘Tower #12’ or www.cosol.global/maximoworld

• COSOL Asia Pacific
• Work Management Solutions
COSOL Ltd is an ASX-listed company.
Learn more at www.cosol.global

